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V.N. Gribov became interested in non-Abelian fields, and started to study them in 1976. 
As an apprentice, he made important discoveries right from the start. 

His two lectures at the 12th LNPI Winter School (February 1977) were to change forever the non-Abelian QFT landscape.   

"Quantization of non-Abelian gauge theories."

"Instability of non-Abelian gauge fields and impossibility of the choice of the Coulomb gauge." 

Raised the questions about formulation of QFT of Yang-Mills fields (gluodynamics) that remain unanswered to this day.

Confinement of colour in the real world is driven by the presence of very light (practically massless) quarks.

How come that Gribov pinpointed flaws in the non-Abelian field dynamics that no one saw before him?
He had his own way: instead if learning the established rules of a new game, he tried to reconstruct the game himself, given the basic objective. 
Gribov belong to the generation of physicists who witnessed the birth of QFT, who felt fragility of its bases and knew to look for cracks. 

"Gribov Light Quark Confinement scenario",  not yet  "Gribov Light Quark Confinement theory"

An outline of the intensive 20-year long pursuit in two statements :

Confinement by  perturbative  tools : quark and gluon Green functions.

The reason why Gribov's paper was initially rejected by a NPB referee



Vacuum currents and QFT anomalies
Currents in the Dirac sea in external fields

Quantum anomalies due to collective flow of negative energy fermions  (1987)

Local confinement of charge in massless QED  (1982)

Manifestation of UV momenta other than charge and mass renormalization



A brief  pre-history

of  Asymptotic Freedom

and autopsy



a brief history of Asymptotic Freedom

The polarization of QED vacuum makes the coupling run with virtuality �� �(k2)

Initial calculation of the fermion loop produced a wrong sign - a QCD-ish    -function.�

The time spanned before B.Ioffe and A.Galanin have pointed at the error proved to be enough 
for L.Landau and I.Pomeranchuk to develop and enthusiastically discuss with their pupils a 
beautiful physical picture of what we know now under the name of  “asymptotic freedom”.

1955

1958 Dyson : “the correct meson theory will not be found in the next hundred years”

1960 Landau : “the Hamiltonian method for strong interactions is dead 
  and must be buried, although of course with deserved honour ”

“Moscow Zero”: vanishing of the physical interaction (renormalized coupling) in the limit of 
a point-like bare interaction �UV �⇥
 “...nullification of the theory is tacitly accepted even by theoretical physicists who profess to dispute it.”

Looked as a general, inevitable property of a QFT...  (Pomeranchuk, 1955-58)

(Landau)
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one and the same amplitude as a function of its invariants A(s,t) 
describes three physically different processes related by crossing 
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A(s,t) is an analytic function of energy s (causality) 

and of the momentum transfer t (crossing)

whose singularities are determined by the unitarity



as any symmetry, 

the crossing symmetry has many a powerful, 


and sometimes dramatic, consequences

in particular, it is crossing and  unitarity that made one think 

that the “asymptotically free” behavior of the effective coupling 

(QCD) is impossible

vacuum  
polarization

Im

Im A = BB*>0

Indeed, as any QFT amplitude, the vacuum polarization loop is analytic in k2.



Asymptotic Freedom

In the crossing channel, the imaginary part of the loop amplitude is proportional to the 
cross section of pair production (unitarity).                                                                        Thus, the “zero-charge” sign of the 
    -function inevitably follows from positivity of the decay cross section !�

1969
I.Khriplovich : the SU(2) Yang–Mills gauge theory coupling disrespects this wisdom !

“ Same-sign charges repulse; same-sign currents attract (gluon magnetic moment)...“

This sort of qualitative incantations do not explain how does YM QFT manage to overpass 
the unitarity + crossing  Landau-Pomeranchuk argument ...

1977
V.Gribov : physics of “anti-screening” - statistical effect of “zero-fluctuations”

Why then - and how - did this argument fail 

in the non-Abelian gauge field theory ?



Autopsy of Asymptotic  Freedom

To address a question starting from how or why we better talk 
physical degrees of freedom; i.e. use the Hamiltonian language

Then, we have gluons of  two sorts: 

             two “physical” transversely polarized gluons and 

 Coulomb gluon field - the mediator of the        
instantaneous  interaction  between  colour charges.



Consider Coulomb interaction between two heavy colour charges

screening

ANTI-screening

autopsy of AF



Gribov copies

( "Gribov horizon", "Gribov uncertainties" )



to the "fundamental domain" where the Faddeev-Popov determinant is strictly positive (before the first zero mode     )  

averaging over transverse 

gluon fields in the vacuum

normally 
<latexit sha1_base64="bhCOHqHRB5T88gvoi+IpbMWpYXY=">AAACBnicdVDLSsNAFJ34rPUVdSnCYBHqJiSxVrsQim7cWcE+oAlhMp22QycPZiZCCVm58VfcuFDErd/gzr9x2kZQ0QMXDufcy733+DGjQprmhzY3v7C4tFxYKa6urW9s6lvbLRElHJMmjljEOz4ShNGQNCWVjHRiTlDgM9L2RxcTv31LuKBReCPHMXEDNAhpn2IkleTpe2cwdTBi6VWWlQeecHAvktA6hA5j0PL0kmnUjqt2rQZNw5xCkSPbtisWtHKlBHI0PP3d6UU4CUgoMUNCdC0zlm6KuKSYkazoJILECI/QgHQVDVFAhJtO38jggVJ6sB9xVaGEU/X7RIoCIcaBrzoDJIfitzcR//K6ieyfuikN40SSEM8W9RMGZQQnmcAe5QRLNlYEYU7VrRAPEUdYquSKKoSvT+H/pGUbVtWoXFdK9fM8jgLYBfugDCxwAurgEjRAE2BwBx7AE3jW7rVH7UV7nbXOafnMDvgB7e0TRDiXug==</latexit>

= O(gs · 1) ⌧ 1

However, when the field potential gets large, may ''vanish'' causing singularity in the propagation of the Coulomb field...

the ''Gribov horizon'' in the space of gluon fields, beyond which the gauge fixing condition acquires multiple solutions
failure of extracting physical d.o.f. of the gauge theory

also in covariant gauges (e.g. Landau gauge) - the ghost becomes a zombie: starts walking 
one is forced to reformulate the theory by restricting the integration over gluon fields in the functional integral

- .

The massless gluon disappears, Meanwhile, the Coulomb (ghost) propagator becomes infrared singular, 

a sketch, not an answer (causality!)

D. Zwanziger  Coulomb confinement (1998)
The gluon chain model  (2002)

Gribov proposal was pursued:

 Confinement in pure gluodynamics (?)

Faddeev-Popov operator



By mid 80's Gribov decided to change direction and not pursue pure gluodynamics.

fallout :

lattice calculations

Euclidean rotation in general

RG ideology and practice

gluodynamics
[ fetching a 1M$ jackpot won't help understanding hadron physics ]

[ large Compton wavelength fermions don't fit in ]

[ QFT translation into a Stat. Phys. problem endangered ]

[ pion example: a Goldstone boson (small distances) 
   vs. quark-antiquark bound state (large distances) ]

He convinced himself that the solution to the confinement problem lies not in the understanding of the interaction of "large gluon fields"
but instead in the understanding of how the QCD dynamics can be arranged as to prevent the non-Abelian fields from growing real big. 

To understand and describe a physical process in a confining theory, it is necessary to take into consideration 
the response of the vacuum, which leads to essential modifications of the quark and gluon Green functions.



To understand and describe a physical process in a confining theory, it is necessary to take into consideration 
the response of the vacuum, which leads to essential modifications of the quark and gluon Green functions.

A known QFT example of such a violent response of the 
vacuum — screening of super-charged ions  with Z > 137.

The super-charged ion [vacuum] becomes unstable and decays

super-criticality



a pair of light fermions develops supercritical behaviour if the coupling hits a definite critical value

With account of the QCD color Casimir operator, the value of the coupling above which restructuring of the perturbative vacuum 
leads to chiral symmetry breaking  and, likely, to confinement, translates into

Gribov generalized the problem of supercritical binding in the field of an infinitely heavy source 
to the case of two  massless fermions  interacting via  Coulomb-like exchange. 

In the QCD context, the increase of the running quark-gluon coupling at large distances replaces the large Z of the QED problem.

He found that in this case the supercritical phenomenon develops much earlier:

   binding massless fermions

The average value of the QCD coupling in the region of small virtual momenta 
that emerged from the study of the leading power-suppressed corrections
to jet shapes in e+e- annihilation and DIS turned out to be consistent with the Gribov limit

Gribov scenario presumes that the QCD coupling exists in the small momentum domain.
Such a coupling (finite, analytic) can be indeed designed, and its infrared behaviour 
can be linked with non-perturbative power suppressed contributions 
to various pQCD-calculable CIS (Collinear-and-Infrared-Safe) observables. 

This value happens to be

 Let us dive into some math (not without phys!) in order to see where the critical coupling came from 
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An amazing success of the relativistic theory of electron and photon fields — quantum 
electrodynamics (QED) — has produced a long-lasting negative impact: it taught 
generations of physicists that came into the business in/after the 70’s “not to worry”.

One was taught to look upon the problems that arise with field-theoretical
description of point-like objects and their interactions at very small distances 
(ultraviolet divergences) as purely technical : renormalize and forget it.

Indeed, nowadays one takes a lot of things for granted :

One rarely questions whether the alternative roads to constructing QFT
— secondary quantization, functional integral and the Feynman diagram
approach — really lead to the same quantum theory of interacting fields

One feels ashamed to doubt an elegant, powerful, but potentially deceiving 
technology of translating the dynamics of quantum fields into that of statistical systems

One takes the original concept of the “Dirac sea ” — the picture 
of the fermion content of the vacuum — as an anachronistic model

QED : physical objets — electrons and photons — are in one-to-one correspondence 
           with the fundamental fields that one puts into the local QED Lagrangian.

QCD : the Vacuum changes the bare fields beyond recognition ...

The role of the QED Vacuum is “trivial”: it makes e.m. charge (and the electron
mass operator) run, but does not affect the nature of the interacting fields.

Heritage or Handicap ?

Gribov's message :

Functional integral  is not well defined. 
Use the Feynman diagram language.

Euclidean rotation is hardly applicable.

Dirac sea is alive and likely to play an active 
part in understanding the nature of hadrons.

UV and IR is domains are interweaved. 

CHALLENGES

to understand analytic structure 
of quarks and gluon propagators

to understand how unitarity manifests itself 
in Green functions and interaction amplitudes 
of "non-flying objects"

The rest will follow. Eventually



1958 Dyson : “the correct meson theory will not be found in the next hundred years”

We have 35 years left to prove Freeman Dyson wrong ...

or maybe not



Summary of the QCD coupling measurements (2008)



Speaking of “perturbative QCD ” can have two meanings :

{2} In a broad sense, PT means applying the language of quarks and gluons
 to a problem, be it of perturbative (short-distance, small-coupling) 
 or non- perturbative nature.

{1} In a strict sense of the word, perturbative (PT) approach 
  implies representing an answer for a (calculable) quantity 
  in terms of series in a (small) expansion parameter. 

The quark–gluon picture works well across the board. 

... “ where is ”    confinement ?..

Moreover, in many cases it seems to work too well. 

This is another worry: “too good to be true” ain’t good enough.

(Classical example - the story of baryon magnetic moments where the naive quark 
model counting works better than sophisticated dynamical approaches)

Looking at multi-particle production in hard (small-distance driven) processes,
one often wonders :

perturbative QCD



Dimensional counting (“quark counting rules”)

K the number of participating elementary fields 
(quarks, leptons, intermediate bosons, etc)

Example : deuteron break-up by a photon,     + D         p + n   � �

K = 1+6 + 6 = 13

it is very difficult to digest 
how the naive asymptotic 
regime settles that early !..
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JLAB

large angle scattering in the high energy / momentum transfer regime

�sd� ~
10(q2/N)

precocious pQCD ?..



Coulomb instability and Hadronization


